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Abstract
Weakmeasurement of a quantum system followed by postselection based on a subsequent strong
measurement gives rise to a quantity called theweak value: a complex number for which the
interpretation has long been debated.We analyse the procedure ofweakmeasurement and
postselection, and the interpretation of the associatedweak value, using a theory of classicalmechanics
supplemented by an epistemic restriction that is known to be operationally equivalent to a subtheory
of quantummechanics. Both the real and imaginary components of theweak value appear as phase
space displacements in the postselected expectation values of themeasurement deviceʼs position and
momentumdistributions, andwe recover the same displacements as in the quantumcase by studying
the corresponding evolution in our theory of classicalmechanics with an epistemic restriction. By
using this epistemically restricted theory, we gain insight into the appearance of theweak value as a
result of the statistical effects of post selection, and this provides uswith an operational interpretation
of theweak value, both its real and imaginary parts.We ﬁnd that the imaginary part of theweak value
is ameasure of howmuch postselection biases themean phase space distribution for a given amount
ofmeasurement disturbance. All such biases proportional to the imaginary part of theweak value
vanish in the limit where disturbance due tomeasurement goes to zero.Our analysis also offers
intuitive insight into howmeasurement disturbance can beminimized and the limits of weak
measurement.
1. Introduction
One of themost distinctive features of quantummechanics is the necessary disturbance to the quantum state
associatedwith anymeasurement that acquires information about the state. This information gain-disturbance
relation places restrictions onwhat types ofmeasurements are allowedwithin quantum theory.Weak
measurements are a limiting case of a class ofmeasurements withwhich it is possible tomeasure the average
value of some observable using an ensemble of particles, all prepared in the same initial state, withminimal
disturbance to the state of each individual particle. Suchmeasurements have a long history in quantum theory
(see, for example, [1–4]).
Performing aweakmeasurement leaves the state of the particle largely undisturbed, and one can consider
performing a subsequentmeasurement, possibly of a different observable. Consider an ensemble of particles
prepared in the same state Ψ∣ 〉 subjected to aweakmeasurement of observableA followed by a projective
measurement of observableB, and then postselecting only those experiments corresponding to a speciﬁc
outcome b∣ 〉ofB.
It is within the context of such experiments that Aharonov et al [5] introduced theweak value,
A
b A
b
ˆ
ˆ
, (1)W
Ψ
Ψ
=
as themeasurement outcome of the observableA for the preselected and postselected ensemble. Subsequently,
therewas considerable debate over themeaning of this weak value, as it is in general a complex number. An
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operational interpretation of theweak value as a complex number, whose real and imaginary partsmanifest as
shifts in the average position andmomentumof the post selectedmeasurement devices, was given by Jozsa [16].
The interpretation of the real part of theweak value as the conditional expectation value of the variableA [6–11]
has been used in analysing counterfactual quantumparadoxes [12–15]. The imaginary part of theweak value has
been connected to the shift inmomentumof the pointer associatedwithmeasurement disturbance [17, 18].
Another debated property of theweak value is that it is not constrained by the eigenvalue spectrumof the
variable, that is, theweak value can be larger than the largest eigenvalue of the variable [19]. Such anomalous
weak values have been considered for signal ampliﬁcation [20–23]. The appearance of anomalousweak values
can be used to provide a proof of contexuality [24], which suggests that interpreting the real part of theweak
value as a conditional expectation value needs to be reevaluated.
Much of the difﬁculty in interpreting theweak valuemay be because it seeks to analyse themeasurement
outcomes of two noncommuting observables on a given state of a particle, which is known to be problematic in
quantum theory due to the lack of an ontology formeasurement outcomes associatedwith observables. It is
worthwhile, then, to consider whether theweak value can arise in a theory that does possess a clear ontology.
Recently, it has been shown that similar features to theweak value in quantum theory can arise within a simple
statisticalmodel supplementedwith a backaction due tomeasurement [25], suggesting that theweak value is a
statistical feature in theories involvingmeasurement disturbance. The suggestion that weak values can arise in a
classical analog is controversial [11, 26, 27], and it has been argued thatweak values have no analog in classical
statistics [27].
In this paper, we analyseweak values using a theory of classicalmechanics (thereby possessing a clear
ontology) supplementedwith a restriction on the observerʼs knowledge. This theory is the epistemically restricted
Liouville (ERL)mechanics of [28], and it is known to reproducemany of the features of quantummeasurement.
In this theory, all particles evolve under classical equations ofmotion and it is operationally equivalent to
gaussian quantummechanics; this connection is best seen through the description of gaussian quantum
mechanics using nonnegativeWigner functions. Notably, the epistemic restriction provides a sensible notion of
weakmeasurement within the ERL theory, one that directly reproducesmany of the key features of quantum
weakmeasurement.We emphasize that ERL theory adds neither extra stochasticity to classical dynamics nor any
additional disturbancemechanism; rather, all of the features analogous to quantum theory appear naturally
within a deterministic theory supplemented only by ignorance on the part of the observer.
Within ERL theory, as in quantummechanics, weﬁnd that theweak value appears operationally as shifts in
themean position andmomentumdistributions of themeasurement device upon postselection (as ﬁrst
discussed by Josza [16]). The analysis in the ERL theory gives us a direct interpretation of the origin of these
shifts, and thus of theweak value. Speciﬁcally, the real component of theweak value represents the shift in the
position of themeasurement device as a result of its interactionwith themeasured particle, as expected from a
measurement. The imaginary component of theweak value, however, quantiﬁes not the result of any dynamical
changes to themeasurement device but simply a bias on the distribution of themeasurement device as a result of
postselection. That is, we have an operational interpretation of the imaginary part of theweak value as ameasure
of howmuch postselectionwill bias the distribution of themeasurement device. Theweak value is not a unique
feature of quantum theory, but can arise in other theories that possess a restriction or limitation on the
observerʼs knowledge of the initial state of the particle or themeasurement device, which is arguably a very
natural physical restriction.
Wenote that anomalousweak values do not appear in our analysis, as all observables in ourmodel possess an
unbounded spectrum.Consistent with the results of [24], ourmodel is also noncontextual: the ERLmechanics
provides an explicit noncontextual ontologicalmodel for all procedures described here.
2.Weakmeasurements and theweak value
In this section, we introduce the formalismof weakmeasurements within quantum theory, as well as brieﬂy
introduce theweak value.Weﬁrst review the standard formalism for vonNeumannmeasurements, including
strong (projective)measurements, and then introduceweakmeasurements within thismodel.We then
demonstrate the appearance of theweak value (both real and imaginary parts) in the conditional expectation
values of the position andmomentumof themeasurement device after postselection.
2.1. The vonNeumannmeasurementmodel
Here, we review the framework of quantummeasurement, wherein an observable is coupled to ameasurement
device followed by a projectivemeasurement of themeasurement deviceʼs position.With this framework, we
can describe both strong (projective) as well as arbitrarily weakmeasurements.
2
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Wedescribe themeasurement device by a one-dimensional quantum systemwith canonical position
observable Qˆ andmomentumobservable Pˆ satisfying Q P[ ˆ , ˆ] i= ℏ. Inwhat follows, we choose units such that
1ℏ = .We denote position eigenstates by Q∣ 〉 satisfyingQ Q Q Qˆ ∣ 〉 = ∣ 〉.
Consider the initial state of thewavefunction of themeasurement device to be a pure gaussian state with
mean position 0. Themost general formof such a state is
Q Q Q( ) d , (2)∫Φ ϕ=
where
Q
Q
Q( ) exp
(i 1)
4
i , (3)
Q
P
2
2
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟ϕ Ω Δ μ∝
− +
up to an irrelevant normalization constant. Here, QΔ is the standard deviation of the position of the device, Pμ is
themeanmomentumof themeasurement device andΩ is the covariance of the device
PQ QP P Qˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ 2 ˆ ˆ . (4)Ω = + −
As themeasurement device is in a pure gaussian state, it saturates the uncertainty principle and hence the
uncertainty in itsmomentum is
1
4
. (5)P
Q
2
2
2
Δ Ω
Δ
= +
Such a device can be used tomeasure a quantity given by the particle observable Aˆ by coupling the particle
and device via the interactionHamiltonian
H t P Aˆ ( ) ˆ ˆ , (6)int χ= ⊗
where Pˆ acts on themeasurement device and Aˆ acts on the particle.
An impulsivemeasurement is performed over a time interval t[0, ]0 such that
t t g( ) d , (7)
t
0
0∫ χ =
where g is the effective interaction strength. Consider an initial state of the particle given as aj j jΨ α∣ 〉 = ∑ ∣ 〉,
where a j∣ 〉 is an eigenstate of Aˆwith eigenvalue aj. After the interaction, the state of the device and particle will be
( )( )Q ga Q Q ae d . (8)gPA
j
j j j
i ˆ ˆ ∫∑Φ Ψ α ϕ= −−
Consider the casewhere the initial uncertainty in the position of the pointer QΔ is zero, and thus Φ∣ 〉 is a position
eigenstate with eigenvalue 0. In this case,
Q ga alim e . (9)gPA
j
j j j
0
i ˆ ˆ
Q
∑Φ Ψ α= =
Δ →
−
After the interaction, themeasurement deviceʼs position ismaximally entangledwith the eigenstates of Aˆ of the
particle. A projectivemeasurement of the position of the device pointer perfectly resolves the eigenvalue of Aˆ,
and collapses the state of the particle into an eigenstate of Aˆ. Thismeasurement, then, corresponds to a strong,
projectivemeasurement of Aˆ on the particle.
2.2.Weakmeasurements
Theweakmeasurement limit is the opposite limit of this strongmeasurement, and aims to reduce the
disturbance to an arbitrarily small amount at the expense of a correspondingly small information gain.Within
themeasurementmodel described above, we introduce two different ways inwhich ameasurement can bemade
weak. First, each particle can be coupled arbitrarily weakly to ameasuring device by using a vanishingly small
interaction strength. Alternatively, a weakmeasurement can also be obtained by using an initial state of the
measurement devicewith 0Pμ = and 0PΔ → , whichwould imply QΔ → ∞ from (5). (While these two limits
lead to identicalmeasurement statistics within quantum theory, we explore each of them separately, as theywill
correspond to different processes in the context of the epistemically-restricted theory of classicalmechanics
explored in the next section.) In both of these limits, the disturbance caused bymeasurement, as well as the
amount of information gained, are both very small. If thismeasurement is repeated on a large number of
particles, each prepared in the same initial state Ψ∣ 〉, it is possible tomeasure the average value of an observableA
of the ensemble of particles with arbitrary accuracy as the number of particles becomes large.
3
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2.3. The quantumweak value
With the concept of weakmeasurement, we nowderive theweak value, with an emphasis on the difference
between the twoweakmeasurementmethods described above.
Theweak value arises in ameasurement scenariowherein aweakmeasurement of an observableA is
followed by a strong (projective)measurement of another observableB, together with postselection on a
particular outcome labelled by eigenvalue b of themeasurement ofB. The observableB onwhich results are
postselected need not commutewith the variableAweaklymeasured as illustrated inﬁgure 1. In such a situation,
theweak value is deﬁned [5] to be
A
b A
b
ˆ
ˆ
, (10)W
Ψ
Ψ
=
where B b b bˆ∣ 〉 = ∣ 〉. Using aj j jΨ α∣ 〉 = ∑ ∣ 〉, the real part of this complex number is
A
b a a b
a a
b a a b
Re ˆ
2
, (11)W
j l j l j l
j l
j l j l j l
,
*
,
*
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟∑
∑
α α
α α
=
+
and its imaginary part is
A
b a a b
a a
i
b a a b
Im ˆ
2
. (12)W
j l j l j l
j l
j l j l j l
,
*
,
*
⎜ ⎟
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠∑
∑
α α
α α
=
−
Wewill now show explicitly how the real and imaginary parts of theweak value appear as phase-space
displacements in themean position andmomentumof the postselected distribution of themeasurement devices
performing theweakmeasurements. The unnormalized state of the post selected particles and the devices after
weakmeasurement is
I b b( )e . (13)gP Ai
ˆ ˆ Φ Ψ⊗ − ⊗
Recall that Φ∣ 〉 is a gaussian state of the formof equation (2).Having postselected particle-measurement device
pairs for which the particle is in the ﬁnal state b∣ 〉, the selected devices are described by the unnormalized state
b a Q ga Q Q( ) dj j j j∫Φ α ϕ∣ ′〉 = ∑ 〈 ∣ 〉 − ∣ 〉 . Themean position of this device state after postselection on b,
denoted Qˆ b〈 〉 , is
Figure 1.An illustration of the operational protocol. The particles are all prepared in the same initial state. They areﬁrstmeasured
weakly bymeasurement devices shown on the left, followed by a projectivemeasurement of observableB shown on the right. The shift
in themean position of themeasurement devices that weakly interactedwith the particles on the postselected set (shaded)
corresponding to outcome bhas terms proportional to the real and imaginary parts of theweak value.
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( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
Q
b a a b Q Q ga Q ga Q
b a a b Q ga Q ga Q
b a a b g g a a
b a a b
a a g
g a a
ˆ
* d
* d
exp i ( )
exp
( )
2
i ( )
. (14)
b
j l j l j l j l
j l j l j l j l
j l j l j l
a a a a a a g
j l P
j l
j l j l
j l P
j l P
,
*
,
*
,
*
2
i ( )
2
( )
2
,
*
2 2 2
j l j l j l P
2 2 2
⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
∫
∫
∑
∑
∑
∑
α α ϕ ϕ
α α ϕ ϕ
α α μ
α α
Δ
μ
=
− −
− −
=
− + −
− −
+ −
Ω Δ+ − − −
Themeanmomentumof the device after theweakmeasurement and postselection on b is
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
P
b a a b P P a P a P
b a a b P a P a P
g b a a b a a
b a a b
ˆ
˜ , ˜* , d
˜ , ˜* , d
i ( )e
e
, (15)
b
j l j l j l j l
j l j l j l j l
j l P j l j l j l
a a g
j l
j l j l
a a g
,
*
,
*
,
2 *
( )
2
,
*
( )
2
j l P
j l P
2 2 2
2 2 2
∫
∫
∑
∑
∑
∑
α α ϕ ϕ
α α ϕ ϕ
Δ α α
α α
=
=
− −
Δ
Δ
− −
− −
where P a P Pga˜( , ) exp( (1 i ) 4 i )i P i
2 2ϕ Δ Ω= + − is the Fourier transformof Q ga( )iϕ − up to a normalization
constant.
2.3.1. Small uncertainty PΔ
Wenow consider these expressions using theﬁrstmethod to obtainweakmeasurements, wherein the initial
position of themeasurement device becomes highly uncertain. In the limit of 0PΔ → , we also have 0Ω → .
Consider the casewhere themeanmomentumof the device, Pμ , is also set to zero.Using equation (14), the
mean position of the device is
( )
Q
b a a b g
b a a b
g A g A
ˆ
Re ˆ Im ˆ , (16)
b
j l j l j l
a a
j l
j l j l
W W
,
*
2
,
*
j l
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
∑
∑
α α
α α
Ω
=
= +
+
wherewe have ignored terms of order g P
3 2Δ and higher as a result of taking PΔ to be small. In the limit 0PΔ → ,
the covariance 0Ω → and this shift becomes
Q g Alim ˆ Re ˆ . (17)b W
0P
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦=
Δ →
From equation (15), themeanmomentumof the device is
P
g b a a b a a
b a a b
g A
ˆ
i ( )
2 Im ˆ (18)
b
j l
P j l j l j l
j l
j l j l
P W
,
2 *
,
*
2 ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
∑
∑
Δ α α
α α
Δ
=
− −
=
which in the limit becomes
Plim ˆ 0. (19)b
0P
=
Δ →
In this limit, themomentumof the device remains unchanged, and there is no disturbance to the state of the
particle. There is, however, a shift in themean position of the device proportional to the real part of theweak
value AˆW〈 〉. Because this limit implies QΔ → ∞, it is a shift in a uniformdistribution and hence not physically
resolvable.
2.3.2.Weak coupling g
Consider now the secondmethod for obtainingweakmeasurements, where the coupling strength g is small and
themeanmomentumof the device, Pμ , is also set to zero. In the limit of g 0→ , there is no disturbance to the
5
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system, however, in this limit, there is also no shift in the average position andmomentumof the post selected
devices. Hence, we then calculate themean position andmomentumof themeasurement device after
postselection to leading order in g. Themean position of the device after postselection is
( )
Q
b a a b g
b a a b
g A g A
ˆ
Re ˆ Im ˆ , (20)
b
j l j l j l
a a a a
j l
j l j l
W W
,
*
2
i ( )
2
,
*
j l j l⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
∑
∑
α α
α α
Ω
=
−
= +
Ω+ −
and themeanmomentumof the device after postselection is
P
g b a a b a a
b a a b
ˆ
i ( )
(21)b
j l P j l j l j l
j l
j l j l
,
2 *
,
*
∑
∑
Δ α α
α α
=
− −
g A2 Im ˆ . (22)P W
2 ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦Δ=
(In [16], the expression for Qˆ b〈 〉 is written as Q g A gm Aˆ Re[ ˆ ] Im[ ˆ ]b W t W
d
d
Q〈 〉 = + Δ , wherem is themass
of themeasurement device. To relate the expression of equation (20)with this one, observe that the covariance
of the device can bewritten asmass times the change in variance of position of the device propagating
under a freeHamiltonian.Note however that, at the time of interaction, theHamiltonian is not that of a free
particle.)
2.3.3. Shifts in the postselected distributions of themeasurement device
Comparing the shift in themean position Qˆ b〈 〉 of the device in the two cases, we ﬁnd a term that is proportional
to the imaginary part of theweak value of variable Aˆ. This additional termdepends on the covarianceΩ of the
device, and as wewill see in section 3.3, it arises due to postselection of the particles biasing the device
distribution. There is also a shift in themeanmomentum Pˆ b〈 〉 of the device, proportional to the imaginary part
of theweak value.Note that in a limit where the disturbance due tomeasurement goes to zero, such as, g 0→ or
0PΔ → , this shift in themeanmomentumdisappears; and only in this limit ofﬁnite disturbance, dowe see the
manifestation of the imaginary part of theweak value. The reason for this will become clear in our classical
analysis in section section 3.3.
2.4.Weak value of gaussian states
Here, we analyse theweak value in the special casewhere the particle is a one-dimensional canonical quantum
systemprepared in a statewith a gaussianwavefunction. It is this special case whichwill be directly comparable
to the results presented in the next section, within a theory of classicalmechanics with an epistemic restriction.
Let qˆ and pˆ be the position andmomentumobservables for the particle, satisfying q p[ ˆ, ˆ] i= ℏ. Let the initial
quantum state of the particle be
( )q
q q qexp
4
i d . (23)
q
p
2
2
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟∫Ψ
μ
σ
μ∝ −
−
+
This is a gaussianwavefunctionwith positionmean qμ and variance 2σ , andmomentummean pμ and variance
1
4 2σ .While this state has been chosen to have zero convariance, we emphasize that our results are completely
general (see note below). The particle and themeasuring device are coupled under theHamiltonian in
equation (6), where the observable Aˆwe aremeasuring is one of the form
A q pˆ cos ˆ sin ˆ . (24)A Aθ θ= +
We then postselect using a projectivemeasurement of the observable B q pˆ cos ˆ sin ˆB Bθ θ= + , with
eigenstate
( )b q q
1
2 i sin
e d . (25)
B
bq qi sin cot 2B B 2∫ π θ= θ θ− −
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Theweak value of Aˆ for this postselection is
( )
( )
( )
A
b q
b
b p
b
b
b
b
ˆ cos
ˆ
sin
ˆ
4 cos cos sin( )
4 cos sin
sin sin( ) sin
4 cos sin
i
2 cos sin sin( )
4 cos sin
, (26)
W A A
B A p
B B
B q A
B B
q B p B
B B
4
4 2 2
4 2 2
2
4 2 2
θ Ψ
Ψ
θ Ψ
Ψ
σ θ θ μ Δθ
σ θ θ
θ μ Δθ θ
σ θ θ
σ μ θ μ θ Δθ
σ θ θ
= +
=
−
+
+
+
+
+
− + +
+
where B AΔθ θ θ= − .We note that this expression depends linearly on qμ , pμ , and b, andwhile the real part of
this expression has the same form as expected fromBayes’ rule, the imaginary components of Aˆ W〈 〉 is also clearly
identiﬁed.
Note: in equation (23), we consider a gaussian state with zero covariance for simplicity. However, this choice
is equivalent to using a gaussian state with nonzero covariance simply by changing the quadratures of of both
weak and strongmeasurement appropriately, that is, changing Aθ and Bθ . Hence our analysis holds for general
gaussian states.
3.Weak values in the ERL theory
In this section, wewill analyse theweakmeasurement and postselection procedure described above in the
context of a theorywith a clear classical ontology: the ERL theory of [28]. This theory describes particles evolving
in a phase space according to classical equations ofmotion.Whatmakes this theory interesting is an epistemic
restriction that limits the knowledge that an observer can possess about the state of these particles. It has been
shown that there is a complete operational equivalence between the dynamics of the restricted Liouville
distribution that describes an observerʼs knowledge in the ERL theory, and that of a subset of quantum theory,
namely, gaussian quantummechanics.
For a full description of the ERL theory, the formof the epistemic restriction, and its consequences, see [28].
Brieﬂy, the classical state of the particles in the theory are points in a phase space, i.e., positions andmomenta.
An observerʼs knowledge about the state of a particle is given by a Liouville distribution, i.e., a probability
distribution on phase space. These phase space distributions aremathematically equivalent toWigner functions
of gaussian quantum states and satisfy the uncertainty principle, in other words, gaussians whose covariance
matrices satisfy the following relationship
i 0, (27)γ Σ+ ⩾
where γ is the covariancematrix deﬁned as
pq qp p q
pq qp p q
2 2
2 2
(28)
q
p
2
2
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥γ
Δ
Δ
=
+ −
+ −
andΣ is deﬁned as
0 1
1 0
. (29)
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥Σ = −
In the remainder of this section, wewill analyse weakmeasurements, postselection, and the corresponding
weak value for gaussian states within ERL theory.
3.1.Measurementmodel in ERL theory
In this section, wewill treat themeasurement procedure outlined in section 2.1within ERL theory. That is, we
will interact the particles andmeasuring devices using a classical interaction andHamiltonʼs equations of
motion.However, wewill require that all initial Liouville distributions describing these systems obey the
epistemic restriction (27). This restrictionwill lead us to a concept of weakmeasurement within ERL theory,
including a tradeoff between information gain and disturbancemuch like quantum theory. By following the
structure of the quantumderivation in section 2.1, we introduce a generalmeasurementmodel within ERL
theory and then investigate the situations under which the disturbance to the particles isminimized.
Wemodel both the particle to bemeasured and themeasurement device as one-dimensional canonical
systems, with q and p the position andmomentum coordinates of the particle, andQ and P the position and
7
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momentum coordinates of themeasurement device. The particle and themeasurement device are coupled via
theHamiltonian
H t PA( ) , (30)χ=
where the observable we aremeasuring is of the form
A q pcos sin . (31)A Aθ θ= +
The distribution of the particle and themeasurement device changes according the the classical Hamiltonian
equations as a result of this interaction, following
q
t
H
p
p
t
H
q
d
d
,
d
d
. (32)= ∂
∂
= −∂
∂
After themeasurement, the position andmomentumof the particle are
q q g Psin , (33)i A iθ= +
p p g Pcos , (34)i A iθ= −
where pi and qi are the initialmomentum and position of the particle beingmeasured respectively and Pi is the
initialmomentumof themeasuring device.
The position andmomentumof themeasurement device after this interaction are
( )Q Q g q pcos sin , (35)i A i A iθ θ= + +
P P . (36)i=
Hence the change in the position of the device gives themeasurement outcome.Note there is no change in the
momentumof each device due to themeasurement interaction, which suggests that any change to themean
momentumof the ensemble of devices,must be statistical bias.
For an idealmeasurement, wewould require the initial position of the deviceQi to be knownwith complete
certainty, and this would lead to a perfect correlation between the observableA and the position of the
measurement device after interaction. However, due to our epistemic restriction, the uncertainty in the
momentumof the devicemust be inﬁnite in this case, i.e., the observer has no knowledge of the initial
momentumof themeasurement device Pi. From equations (33) and (34), the position andmomentumof the
particle are each displaced by an amount proportional to the initialmomentumof the device as a result of the
interaction. If the initialmomentum Pi of themeasurement device is unknown, so is the phase space
displacement of the particle. Thuswe see how,within the ERL theory, such ameasurement that acquires
complete information about an observableA of the particle is accompanied by a corresponding unknown
disturbance on the state of the particle.
It is in this way that an information gain-disturbance tradeoff appears in the ERL theory, despite its classical
ontology. If we removed the epistemic restriction, the state of the particle would still be displaced by an amount
proportional to themomentumof the device. However, the observer could in principle know the initial value of
themomentumof the device aswell as its position and therefore correct for this change. In other words,
disturbance due tomeasurement arises inNewtonianmechanics, and the epistemic restriction justmakes the
disturbance unrectiﬁable. Note that, despite the change in the position andmomentumof the particles due to
the interaction, the expectation value of the observableA has not changed, i.e.,
( ) ( )
( )
A p P q g P p g P
q p
A p P
( , ) cos sin sin cos
cos sin
, . (37)
A i A A i A
A i A i
i i
θ θ θ θ
θ θ
= − + +
= +
=
As in quantum theory,measurements in ERL theory are repeatable, and the disturbance is associatedwith
uncertainty in canonically conjugate observables.
3.2.Weakmeasurements in ERL theory
Wenow introduceweakmeasurements in the ERL theory, again following by analogy the quantum formalism of
section 2.2. From equations (33) and (34), one can again see twomethods bywhich the disturbance due to
measurement can bemade small:ﬁrst, by considering small coupling g, and second, by requiring the initial
momentumof themeasurement device Pi to be very close to zero. In the secondmethod, to ensure that the
momentumof themeasurement device has P 0i = (and not just themean value of the Liouville distribution), we
must require that the variance PiΔ is very small as well as themean value 0Piμ = . Due to the epistemic
restriction, the initial uncertainty in position of themeasurement device QiΔ must then be very large. Therefore,
in the limit of small PiΔ , we have vanishing knowledge of the initial position of the device and hence any change
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in this position after themeasurement (equation (35)). Thus, in bothmethods, we obtainweakmeasurements
that yield an arbitrarily small information gain about the system and correspondingly small disturbance.
Within ERLmechanics, we note that these twomethods of obtainingweakmeasurements are physically
distinct. In both cases, in the limits g 0→ or 0PΔ → wehave both no disturbance to the system aswell as no
information gained about the system. There is a difference in the ontology, however. In the limit of g 0→ , there
is no physical change to themeasurement device. In contrast, in the limit of 0PΔ → , there is a shift in themean
position of themeasurement device, but our uncertainty about the deviceʼs initial positionmakes the shift
undetectable.
3.3. Theweak value in ERL theory
With ameaningful notion of weakmeasurement in ERL theory, we can now consider the appearance of aweak
value. Let the initial phase space distribution of the particles beingmeasured be described by a position
distributionwithmean qμ and variance 2σ and amomentumdistributionwithmean pμ and variance
1
4 2σ , i.e., as
the Liouville distribution
( )
( )( )q p
q
p,
1
exp
2
2 . (38)s i i
i q
i p
2
2
2
2
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟ρ π
μ
σ
μ σ=
− −
− −
This distribution is precisely theWigner function of the initial quantum state Ψ∣ 〉of equation (23). The initial
phase space distribution of themeasurement device is theWigner function of the initial state Φ∣ 〉 in equation (2),
( )( ) ( )Q P Q P PQ, 1 exp 2 2 2 , (39)d i i P i Q i i i2 2 2 2ρ π Δ Δ Ω= − + −
where PQ P Q2 2i i i iΩ = 〈 〉 − 〈 〉〈 〉 form the off diagonal elements of the covariancematrix.
ObservableA ismeasured usingweakmeasurements as described above. After theweakmeasurement, the
actual position andmomentumof each particle and device changes according to equations (33)–(36), and the
phase space distributions of the particles and devices become correlated as
( )
( )
( )
q p Q P q g P p g P
Q g q p P
( , , , ) sin , cos
cos sin , . (40)
sd s A A
d A A
ρ ρ θ θ
ρ θ θ
′ = − +
× − +
The particles are thenmeasured using a strongmeasurement of observable B q pcos sinB Bθ θ= + , and
postselect on the outcome q p bcos sinB Bθ θ+ = . The postselected distribution of themeasurement devices is
then
Q P q p Q P B b q p( , ) ( , , , ) ( ) d d (41)d sd∫∫ρ ρ δ″ = ′ =
q
b q
Q P q,
cos
sin
, , d . (42)sd
B
B
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟∫ ρ
θ
θ
= ′ −
Themean position of the postselected subset is
( )
( )
Q Q Q P P Q
g b
g
( , ) d d
, , , , , , ,
, , , , ,
, (43)
b d
A B Q p
A B Q
∫ ∫ ρ
α θ θ Δ μ σ Ω
β θ θ Δ σ Ω
= ″
=
where α and β are real-valued functions deﬁned as
(
)
( ) ( )
( )
( )
( )
( )g b g
g b
b
b
, , , , , , , cos sin 1 sin ( )
4 cos cos sin( )
sin sin( ) sin
2 sin( ) cos sin (44)
A B Q p q A p A
Q B A p
B q A
q B p B
3 2 2 2
2 4
2
α θ θ Δ μ σ Ω μ θ μ θ Ω σ Δθ
Δ σ θ θ μ Δθ
θ μ Δθ θ
Ωσ Δθ μ θ μ θ
= + +
+ −
+ +
+ + −
( ) ( ) ( )g g, , , , , 1 sin ( ) 4 cos sin . (45)A B Q Q B B2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2β θ θ Δ σ Ω Ω σ Δθ Δ σ θ θ= + + +
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Themeanmomentumof the postselected subset is
( )( )
( )
P P Q P P Q
g b
g
( , ) d d
1 cos sin sin( )
, , , , ,
. (46)
b d
q A p A
A B Q
2 2
∫ ∫ ρ
Ω σ μ θ μ θ Δθ
β θ θ Δ σ Ω
= ″
=
+ + −
3.3.1. Small uncertainty PΔ
Aswith the quantum case, we consider these expressions using the ﬁrstmethod to obtainweakmeasurements,
wherein the initial position of themeasurement device becomes highly uncertain.We characterize this case by
choosing 0pμ = and take the limiting case 0PΔ → , which implies 0Ω → aswell.Weﬁndwe can express the
average shift in the position of themeasurement devices upon postselection using the same expression for Aˆ W〈 〉
as calculated in equation (26), to give
Q g A g ARe ˆ Im ˆ , (47)b W W
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦Ω= +
where againwe have ignored terms of order g P
3 2Δ and higher. In the limit 0PΔ → , the covariance 0Ω → and
this becomes
Q g Alim ˆ Re ˆ . (48)b W
0P
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦=
Δ →
This exactly reproduces the quantummechanical shift inmean position. As ourmodel has a classical ontology, it
allows joint probability distributions over all variables, unlike quantummechanics. As a result, we are able to
calculate conditional expectation values of any two observables. In our situation, we can exploit this fact to
compare the shift in the average position of the devicewith the expectation value ofA of the particles conditioned
on an outcome b of observableB.Weﬁnd that the real part of theweak value is indeed the same as the conditional
expectation value.
In this limit weﬁnd that themeanmomentumof the devices is
P g A2 Im ˆ , (49)b P W
2 ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦Δ=
which in the limit becomes
Plim ˆ 0. (50)b
0P
=
Δ →
Again, this exactly reproduces the quantummechanical expression.
3.3.2.Weak coupling g
Just as in the quantum case, we take themeanmomentum 0Pμ = . If we take g to beﬁnite but small enough to
ignore higher thanﬁrst order terms of g, the shift in the average position of the postselected devices is
Q g A g ARe ˆ Im ˆ , (51)b W W
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦Ω= +
and the averagemomentum shift is
P g A2 Im ˆ . (52)b P W
2 ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦Δ=
From equation (36), we see that themomentumof the individualmeasurement devices are not changed due to
theweakmeasurement. However in thismethod forweakmeasurements, we do not require 0PΔ → , i.e., there
is uncertainty of the initialmomentumof themeasurement devices. The state of the particles can be shifted in
phase space by themomentumof the devices, as shown in (33) and (34), and so initial uncertainty in the
momentumof themeasurement device leads to an unknown disturbance of the particles. By postselecting on
particles that have been perturbed by themomentumof the device, we arrive at aﬁnalmomentumdistribution
of the device that is biased.
An example of this effect is illustrated inﬁgure 2, where the position of the particle is weaklymeasured,
followed by postselection on the particleʼsmomentum, that is, 0Aθ = and B 2θ =
π . The shift in themean
momentumof themeasurement devices does not arise as a result of the dynamics of the interaction, but instead
frompostselection biasing themomentumdistribution. If the position distribution of the devices is correlated to
themomentumdistribution via a nonzero covarianceΩ, the position distribution of the devices will also be
biased.
In summary, we have seen how terms in both the position andmomentum shifts that are proportional to the
imaginary part of theweak value are primarily the result of postselection biasing the device distributions, not
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dynamics. This observation allows us to formulate an operational interpretation of the imaginary part of the
weak value as ameasure of howmuch postselectionwill bias the device distribution, givenﬁnite disturbance,
whichwe emphasize results fromuncertainty in the initial properties of the devices.
3.4. Bounds on theweakmeasurement regime
As an additional insight that arises fromour analysis of theweak value, we nowprovide a better bound on the
range of couplings g for which the standardweak value results will hold. In order to consider g to be small (and
therefore to ignore higher order terms), from equations (14), (20), (15), (21), one can see that this
approximation is good provided
g
a a
j l
1
( )
, , (53)P
j l
2 2
2
Δ ≪
−
∀
where ai is an eigenvalue of themeasurement operator. This condition is very restrictive and is not useful for
variables with a continuous eigenspectrum.However, we can derive a less restrictive upper bound by looking at
the approximationsmade on the classical distributions of the devices. From equations (43) and(46), we can see
that in order to ignore higher order terms of g, we require
( )
( )
g
4 cos sin
4 sin
. (54)P
B B
A B
2 2
4 2 2
2 2
Δ
σ θ θ
σ θ θ
≪
+
−
Because ERL theory is operationally equivalent to gaussian quantummechanics, this upper bound is also true for
gaussian quantum states, and could equally well be derived from the quantum formalism. This is a signiﬁcantly
less restrictive upper bound for gaussian states than the one discussed in [29].
4. Conclusion
Theweak value has long been argued to be a fundamentally quantumphenomenon.Here, we have analysed the
weak value in a theorywith a clear classical ontology but one inwhich information about a (classical system) is
limited. This epistemically-restricted theory provides an analogy of theweak value: onewhich is exact when
comparedwithweak value experiments in gaussian quantummechanics.Within this epistemically-restricted
theory, we see the same average shifts in the position andmomentumof the devices as in our quantum analysis.
Because our ERLmodel has a clear ontology, it gives us insight into the statistical effects of postselecting on
weakly disturbed states.Weﬁnd that the real part of weak value is the conditional expectation and the imaginary
part of theweak value is ameasure of howmuch post selection biases the distribution of the systembeing
measured given anyﬁnite disturbance.
We do not see the appearance of any anomalousweak values in our analysis. This is because in addition to the
observables in ourmodel having an unbounded spectrum, our analysis is restricted to gaussian quantum
mechanics, which is known to be noncontextual as it allows a nonnegative quasiprobability representation (the
Wigner function). Our interpretation of the real and imaginary parts of theweak value cannot be naively
extended to states andmeasurements that allow for the observation of anomalousweak values, as thesewould
Figure 2. Joint probability distribution of themomenta of the particle andmeasurement device after weakmeasurement. The position
p of the particles areweaklymeasuredwith devices sampled from amomentumdistributionwithmean zero and 0PΔ ≠ . Each
particleʼsmomentum is shifted by an amount proportional to themomentumof the device P, following (34). If one nowpostselects
measurement devices based on the particle havingmomentum p= b, then the distribution of these devices is shown on the plane
intersecting the plot. Themean of this postselected distribution is no longer zero.
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imply a proof of contextuality that explicitly rules out the existence of the type of epistemically-restricted
classicalmechanics we employ.What our results show is that for states andmeasurements that are
noncontextual, theweakmeasurement procedure followed by post selection reproduces shifts proportional to
the real and imaginary parts of theweak value even in amodel based on classicalmechanics. Ourwork also
suggests that quasiprobabilistic representationsmight prove to be a useful tool in analysing theweak value for
themore general case.
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